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Industrial robots are mainly used stationarily in one working position. SMEs often find themselves in situations
where robots don’t have enough work to do, and because in general, robots cannot be easily moved to another
position, the efficiency of robots will decrease. This study provides a solution for this issue. The solution can be
found in a robot work cell where a mobile robot deals with robot arm transportation. However, since the mobile
robot is not precise enough in positioning, machine vision is used to overcome this problem, which helps
the robot to position itself accurately in relation to the work object. The solution has been developed and tested
successfully at an Industry 4.0 testbed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Within all areas of robotics, the demand for collaborative and more flexible systems is
rising [1]. Human-robot collaboration (HRC) has been active in the past to realize future
manufacturing expectations. HRC has been made possible by several research results
obtained during the past five to ten years within the scientific communities of robotics and
automation [2]. Industrial robots are widely used in the industry, but there are also
companies who have not been able to afford to buy robots. Mostly these are SMEs for
whom buying a robot is a big investment and the investment has to pay back within
a reasonable time. One of the reasons for not using a robot, according to a previous study
[3], is the insufficient applicability of the robot in one working position. The company may
not have enough work for the robot in one particular position in order to derive as much
benefit from it as is possible. To achieve this, one would need to direct more robot
operations to the robot or move the robot from one working position to another. In order to
maximize the use of the robot arm in situations where there are not enough tasks in one
workstation, the robot should be transported from one working position to another by
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a mobile robot. The task of a mobile robot would be transporting a number of robot arms on
factory level. The digitalisation of industry is redefining the role of robots – they are
expected to be mobile and collaborative. However, the problem with mobile robots is their
low accuracy. Paijens et al. have elaborated the approach for odometry of mobile robots
through the implementation and calibration of mouse sensors [4].
I.-M. Cheng has used linear error model to determine the error parameters in his
research of rapidly reconfigurable robotic work cells [5]. Fujishima et al. have researched
sensing interface board to solve thermal displacement compensation [6]. Dittrich et al. have
worked on autonomous machine tool using adaptive process control [7].
This article aims to solve the problem of inaccuracy in repositioning a transportable
robot arm, so that at each working position the robot arm could operate within its own
working accuracy. The solution is to use machine vision which can detect markers and
evaluate the offset of the robot’s base coordinate. The development of collaboration robots
and their general compliance with Industry 4.0 principles have made the implementation
of industrial robots with other products fairly easy [8–12].
2. WORK CELL BASED ON INDUSTRY 4.0 METHODOLOGY
In 2018, an Industry 4.0 testbed was completed at TTK University of Applied Sciences
[13]. The testbed was used for practical tests within the current research. Among other
system components, the testbed includes the MIR 100 mobile robot and the Universal
Robots UR10 industrial robot. The concept of the laboratory provided for the construction
of a fully automated production system where human presence is not necessary. The
production system is divided into modules: production, post-processing, automatic
warehouse, delivery of goods, intralogistics. In the latter module, the mobile robot and the
collaboration robot are working together. These two machines are physically interconnected
in a manner in which the mobile robot transports the robot arm between different modules
(Fig. 1). Each module has specific tasks for the robot arm.

Fig. 1. The tandem of robot arm and mobile robot
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The robot tandem is able to work independently, but its work is constrained by low
accuracy. The main problem is the different accuracy of the two machines. The robot arm
can reposition itself within ±0.05 mm. The positioning accuracy of the mobile robot is ±10.0
mm if it is using positioning marker. Without it, the accuracy is even worse, ±50.0 mm. Due
to the low accuracy class of the mobile robot, its positioning error is transmitted to the work
of the robot arm and the accuracy of the robot arm equals with the accuracy of the mobile
robot. This considerable difference causes a problem for the robot arm, as the robot’s job is
to pinpoint certain objects where the accuracy must be about ±1 mm.
The positioning accuracy of the mobile robot cannot be improved to the level of the
robot arm. The solution to the problem should come from an external device or sensors.
Therefore, the authors have proposed to use machine vision to detect markers and evaluate
the offset from zero condition. Markers must be installed at each working position and each
marker must be rigidly linked to the location where the work is to be performed. Each time
the robot enters a working position, a shift in the mobile robot relative to the working
position is detected.
The camera must be mounted to the robot arm close to tool location. In each working
position, the robot arm moves above the marker and takes a picture of it. The difference in
coordinates (X, Y, angle) between the position of the initially trained marker and the new
position is calculated and added to the base coordinate of the robot arm. In this way,
the robot arm always works with the same program and with the same precision. The
positioning accuracy of the mobile robot with a marker is ±10.0 mm – small enough in the
camera’s field of view to fit inside the detection area. Z-axis measurement is not important
due to the fact that the height of the mobile robot is not changing during the positioning.

3. RESEARCH SETUP

The camera that was used in the experiment was Cognex IS2000M-130-40-00 with
25 mm lens. The camera has monochrome image recognition (black and white). The focus
length is manually adjustable, which meant that the same marker was detected exactly at
the same distance for all the detection points. In this project, the detection distance was set
at 30 cm.
Next to each working position, an L-shape sticker (Fig. 2) was added, rigidly
connected to working stations such as the 3D printer or the parcel cabinet. L-sticker was
used to define the position of the mobile robot in relation to the working station. Each time
the mobile robot entered a working position, the L-sticker was captured with camera and the
offset from zero position was calculated and added to the program of the robot arm.
A new program for a new location could be programmed with the UR control panel.
The Camera_Start subroutine had to be chosen at the beginning of the UR program. The
camera that has a manually adjustable focus point had to be positioned over a subject
(300 mm). Stop command had to be selected at this point. After that, the camera trigger
subroutine had to be called. After triggering the camera, three variables (fixX, fixY and fixA)
occurred, these variables had to be noted.
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Fig. 2. L-sticker deduction with camera (In-Sight Explorer)

Because the Cognex URCAP caused the robot to stop working, the robot
communicated with the RPC server, which in turn communicated with the camera via telnet.
The RPC server is configured to port 555 and has 3 features:
• start_camera_telnet: This function must be executed in the UR in any program that
requires communication with the camera. The function expects no values and returns
either 0 (communication with the camera failed) or 1 (communication with the camera
succeeded).
• change_camera_job: Function can be used to change the camera job if needed. It waits
for one value (the job number) and returns one of three options – 0 (camera job
exchange failed), 1 (camera job exchange succeeded), or 2 (the camera already had
a job and nothing was changed).
• trigger_camera: The function can send a capture command and does not expect any
value. FUNCTION returns one of three options, “0,0,0” (failed to send command to
camera), “1,0,0,0,0” (failed to send command to camera, the camera did not finish the
job successfully), or “1, x, y, angle, 1” (command was successfully transmitted to the
camera, coordinates of the object were detected and the camera job succeeded). The
given X and Y are relative to the camera.
The camera used in the current research does not have an ability to position the object
in a form where we can read out X- and Y- coordinates. It only has the ability to detect
objects and measure distances between them. Therefore, we attached an object that would
always be in the same position in relation to the camera (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Permanent object in front of camera
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The following settings were set up on the camera (Fig. 2. on the right):
• Marker recognition.
• Detecting the left corner of the subject attached to the camera.
• Detecting the right angle of the subject attached to the camera.
• Measuring the distance between the sticker and the left corner.
• Measuring distance between the sticker and the right angle.
• Measuring the angle of the camera and the subject on the camera.
If all the objects were successfully identified, the results were transmitted to the RPC
server. If we got to know the distances between the angles of the object on the camera
(the X- and Y-coordinates of these angles were also known to us in advance) then we could
calculate the position of the L- sticker on the camera’s axis.
There are three sub-programs for using the camera:
• Camera_Start: this programme needs to be run before using other camera functions.
• Camera_Trigger: the program sends a capture command to camera and receives new
X, Y and angles in response.
• Camera_Change_job: changes the camera job. Variable jobID: must have the number
of the corresponding job.

Fig. 4. Communication between camera and RPC server

To measure the positioning accuracy (ability to repeatedly position at same
coordinates) of the mobile robot, a one-millimeter graph paper was placed onto the work
surface, where the robot arm would make marks. The marks where made with three
different positioning methods - positioning without a marker (Test #1), positioning with
a VL- marker (Test #2), positioning with machine vision (Test #3). The number of marks
made in each position was 50. The bigger amount of marks did not give better results in
terms of dispersion. The mobile robot moved between positions in an automatic mode
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. A laser scanned map of the MIR robot with positioning points
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Graph paper had three different areas where markings were made. Area # 1 (Fig. 6.)
was for the robot positioning without the marker, area # 2 was for the VL- marker
positioning and area #3 was for the machine vision positioning. All marks where measured
and transferred to an excel file.

Fig. 6. Working table

For machine vision test, the following mathematical approach was given to the UR
program to consider with data coming from Cognex camera:

Fig. 7. Angle correction formula (left), coordinates X and Y correction formula (right)

4. POSITIONING ACCURACY ANALYSIS
4.1. POSITIONING WITHOUT THE MARKER

Test # 1 – mobile robot positioning without positioning marker
In case positioning without a positioning marking, the positioning accuracy of the
mobile robot was poor. According to the information provided by the manufacturer, the
positioning accuracy is +/-50 mm. The mobile robot positions itself with laser sensors
measuring distance from surrounding objects like walls, and compares the obtained
measurement with a previously stored map (all black lines on the map, Fig. 5). The result
of positioning by this method was found as the result of the test in Test # 1 (Figs. 8, 9).
The results of this experiment showed that by positioning freely on the map without
a marker, the robot can reposition itself in X-axis +/-50 mm and in Y-axis +/-45 mm.
Therefore, the data given by the manufacturer is correct.
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Fig. 8. Results of the three different tests

Fig. 9. Zoom in, view of two tests Fig. 8

4.2. POSITIONING WITH VL-MARKER

Test # 2, mobile robot positioning with VL-marker
The VL- marker is a method provided by the manufacturer for more accurate
positioning of the mobile robot. The VL- marker is basically a wall with a V-shaped cavity.
The distance between the two sides of the cavity are measured constantly by the laser while
approaching that cavity. The position of the mobile robot is constantly adjusted. With such
a marker, according to the manufacturer’s information, the robot can position itself with
an accuracy of +/-10 mm.
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The results of the experiment showed that by using the VL- marker, the robot is able to
reposition itself on the X-axis with an accuracy of +/-5 mm and on the Y-axis with
an accuracy of +/-3.5 mm.
4.3. POSITIONING WITH MACHINE VISION

Test # 3, robot positioning with machine vision
Position for the machine vision is detected at the location of the mobile robot in the
VL- marker. The repeatability of positioning to this marker is given in the previous chapter.
The results of the experiment showed that by using machine vision, the mobile robot is
able to reposition itself on X-axis direction with an accuracy of +/-0.5 mm and on the Y axis
with an accuracy of +/-1.0 mm.
The large error (+/-1.0 mm) towards Y-axis resulted from the setup of the machine
vision parameters. This error probably came from the angle measurement of the L-sticker. It
was not very precise due to the fact that pixels were converted to millimeters. This small
error was also shown on the first picture, where the camera position angle was adjusted, also
effecting X- and Y- coordinates that were taken with the next picture. Therefore, more
precise measurement of the angle needs to be established to correct the conversion
of measures.
5. CONCLUSION
In earlier work on robotised work cells [3], the reasons were found that prevent SMEs
from adopting robots, and various variants of robot implementation in enterprises were
proposed [3]. It was found that the best solution for SMEs is to obtain a robot that can be
moved from one job position to another at the factory level, and this should be done with an
automated mobile robot.
Adding a Cognex camera to the Universal Robots robot arm is technically easy and
requires little programming. Cognex and UR work well together even though the Cognex
application for the UR robot interface is inapplicable. This issue was resolved by using
scripts written to the server of the UR robot controller. Scripts were triggered in the UR
program when needed.
Machine vision significantly improved the accuracy of the robot arm despite the
inadequate positioning accuracy of the mobile robot. With machine vision, a repeat
accuracy of +/-0.5 mm for the robot arm was achieved. The robot arm itself has an accuracy
of +/-0.05 mm, but the result of using machine vision was sufficient enough to perform
most of the tasks.
The further aim of work on robotised work cells is to achieve a result where the robot
arm would be separated from the mobile robot and both machines would be capable
of operating independently from each other. The task of the mobile robot would be to
transport several robotic arms on factory level. In the scope ot this article, the problem
of inaccuracy in repositioning a transportable robot arm was solved: in each working
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position, the robotic arm could work within its own accuracy regardless of how accurately it
was trasnported to the working position.
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